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Abstract

This paper focuses on some characteristics of disfluencies in
human-human (HHI) and human-computer (HCI) interaction
corpora to outline similarities and differences.  The main
variables studied are disfluency rates and prosodic features.
Structured, table-like input increases the disfluency rate in
HCI and decreases it in HHI.  Direct exposure (visibility) to
the interface also increases the rate and gives speech a unique
prosodic pattern of hyperarticulation.  In most of the studied
corpora, silences at the disfluency site are not predicted by
syntactic rules.  Similarities between HCI and HHI exist
mainly in the prosodic realizations of the reparandum and the
repair.  The findings  contribute to better understanding and
modeling of disfluencies.  Speech-based interfaces need to
focus on communication types that are well-understood and
prone to good modeling.

1. Introduction

The last decade has witnessed the rapid development of
commercial automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems for
continuous speech - DragonNaturallySpeaking, ViaVoice,
SRI and SpeechWorks, to name a handful.  However, one of
the main outstanding issues for ASR systems is how to deal
with disfluencies.  Disfluencies are speech events such as
filled pauses (“ah”, “um”), unintended repetitions (“the the
plane”), substitutions (“the a plane”) and restarts (“the
students came in no | part of the students gathered”).  They
form an intregral part of unrehearsed speech and present
serious problems for automated recognition of informal or
lengthy utterances.  Our goal is a comparative study of
disfluencies across human-human (HHI) and human-
computer (HCI) domains based on an original study of a new,
unstudied corpus and results already reported in the literature
to give a complete picture of disfluencies in spoken language
systems.

We begin by assuming the Repair Interval Model
framework for disfluency terminology (RIM) [1].  The RIM
model is described in Figure 1. Each repair interval consists
of three parts: a reparandum, which is the part of be repaired;
a repair site, which provides the “new” material that corrects
the reparandum; and the disfluency site, which contains any
silences and filled pauses that may occur between the
reparandum and repair site.

Past research has focused on syntactic and prosodic clues
to disfluency detection in humans and ASR systems.  Thus [2]
proposes a deterministic parser for disfluency correction using
filled pauses as speech editing signals to flag disluency sites.
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cuses on a parser that can move along incomplete
tic constructions, thus detecting and correcting

encies.  [4] proposes a technique for ASR systems that
on transition probabilities in the language model, which
 that such probabilities must exist for possible

encies.

give me airlines [flying to Sa-]  [silence ah silence] [flying to Boston] from San Francisco

reparandum disfluency site repair site

repair interval

interruption site

Figure 1: The Repair Interval Model (RIM)

osodic studies of disfluency center on three acoustic
es: intonation (fundamental frequency), segment
on and pause duration.  [5] shows in a controlled study
umans recognize a disfluency by the end of the first
t word even before accessing the semantic and syntactic
ation:
They sent | a lot of their youngsters would go off…
Well in Edinburgh | no I think in Edinburgh…
in the above two examples, the earliest syntactic

tions in the repair that the utterances are disfluent are
 in the sixth and second words, respectively.” (p. 120)
7] and [8] propose the first comprehensive prosodic
 for disfluencies in HCI.  [7] proposes the Computer-
d Hyperarticulated Model (CHAM).  CHAM predicts
hen the overall error rate of the system is low, the
tion of the misrecognized word will involve only
onal changes.  When the overall error rate of the system
h, the prosodic characteristics of the correct word will
durational, articulatory (hyperarticulation), intonational
mplitude changes from its first occurrence.  [9] finds
artial support for the CHAM model in a corpus of HCI
cal dictations).  It must be noted that in her corpus the
encies are spontaneous and are not a reaction to system
 unlike [7] and [8].
rosody is a powerful source processing mechanism in
omplex task of disfluency detection.  Hence it is
able to look for ways to incorporate prosodic analyses

poken language technologies.  As outlined above, there
number of empirical studies on disfluencies with more
ss generic metrics allowing cross comparisons of
ic features, e.g. normalized durations, intonational



patterns, normalized fundamental frequencies (F0’s).  The
research questions for this project are:

• Are there similarities in prosodic features across
HHI and HCI domains?  If so, what are they?

• What are the unique features, if any, of each
domain?  If there are no similarities across HHI and
HCI domains, then what are the unique features of
each domain?

Our goal is to present a clustering of prosodic features by
domain (HHI vs. HCI) and identify core invariable features
with a set of variable characteristics.  Our methodology is
data-driven.  We present the results from our original study of
a medical dictation corpus (UMN/LTI, [9]) along with results
already reported in the literature elsewhere.  The metrics used
are generic (normalized) and allow for comparisons.  The
central tendencies for the durational characteristics of the
reparandum and repair site constituents across domains along
with the fundamental frequency (F0) at the reparandum and
repair sites are compared.  A third variable is the duration of
the disfluency site silence.  A fourth variable (not prosodic,
but important for modeling purposes) is disfluency rate,
which is calculated as the ratio of the number of disfluencies
per 1000 words.

A comparative study across HHI and HCI domains
contributes to better understanding of disfluencies as a
phenomenon and better modeling of speech-based human-
computer interfaces and ASR systems.

2. Corpus descriptions

[1] report results from the Switchboard and the London-Lund
corpora.  [6] studies the ATIS, Amex and Switchboard.

ATIS (Automated Travel Information System) is a large,
multi-site human-computer dialogues in the air travel
planning domain [10].  The corpus is distributed by the
Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC).

AMEX (American Express) corpus consists of human-
human air travel planning dialogues between SRI employees
and American Express travel agents [11].

Switchboard (SWBD) contains approximately 3 M words
from over 2430 human-human conversations over the phone
on various topics.  The corpus was collected at Texas
Instruments and is distributed by the LDC ([12]).

London-Lund (LL) corpus consists of about 170,000
words from 50 face-to-face conversations from the corpus of
English conversations from [13].

[7] and [8] collected their own corpus in a Wizard-of-Oz
design for a structured HCI (table input for car reservations),
which elicits non-spontaneous disfluencies as well as
spontaneous.  The participants are forced to correct the errors
of an automatic speech recognition system.  The speech is
described as similar to human-human interaction with “at-
risk” talkers, e.g. hard-of-hearing listeners, non-native
speakers, young children.

[5] gathered his own corpus in a controlled environment.
The speech is spontaneous and the disfluencies occurring in
that corpus are spontaneous.

[14] is the only non-English corpus included in the
current study.  It consists of spontaneous Finnish speech from
radio interviews, sportscasts and archived samples of spoken
Finnish.

Our original corpus, UMN/LTI, includes medical
dictations done over the phone for automatic speech
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Results:  disfluency rates across domains

 2 presents the continuum from the least disfluent to the
isfluent corpus.

13.81 - HHI/HCI
UMN/LTI

58 - HHI
AMEX

81 - HCI
Oviatt et. al. 1998

113 - HHI
SWBD

145 - HHI
SWBD and

London-Lund

108 - HHI
Lickley, 1994

igure 2:  Disfluency rates by domain (human-human
eraction – HHI; human-computer interaction – HCI)

e two extremes in the continuum are the HCI from the
corpus (8.99) and the HHI from the combined SWBD
ondon-Lund (145).  The UMN/LTI corpus, classified as
een HHI and HCI shows a rate of 13.81, which puts it

 to the HCI extreme.
e curious result emerges – the rate of Oviatt’s HCI

s (81), which falls almost right in the middle of the two
es and surpasses the disfluency rate of the HHI AMEX.
ported disfluency rate is for the original spoken input
ing the controlled disfluencies, which are reactions to
 errors.  The other two HCI corpora (ATIS and

/LTI) exhibit a rate much lower than 81.  What might be
e in Oviatt’s corpus is that the speech-based interface is
red (certain fields need to be filled out, e.g. your name,

 book, etc.) and is right in front of the participants.  On
er hand, AMEX is also structured but is a HHI corpus.

ructured input seems to increase the disfluency rate in
nd decrease it in HHI.  Such a hypothesis needs to be
lly studied in controlled experiments and if proven, an
onal axis along the HCI-HHI continuum is to be added
 structured speech the setting is.
other emerging idea for the increased disfluency rate in
s the visibility of the speech-based interface or the
ter itself.  Oviatt’s corpus is the only one that has the

or right in front of the human participant.  Visibility of
mputer might be another factor in addition to structured
that contributes to increased disfluency rate.

4. Results: prosodic features

 1 presents the summary of the prosodic characteristics
corpora discussed here, including our original corpus,
MN [9].  In each, the duration of the reparandum is
 than the duration of the repair except in [7] and [8] and
constituent disfluencies in our original corpus [9].  In
d [8], the repair is longer than the reparandum, which is
d as hyperarticulated speech with words pronounced as

te units.  In our original corpus [9], multiconstituent
nda are of almost equal duration as repairs.  However,
pair site is not hyperarticulated and words are not
te, that is, there is no silence at the repair site.
rect speech-based interface, which is the characteristic
 and [8], elicits the only prolonged repair where words
iscrete units.  Another unique characteristic of that



Another prosodic characteristic of the repair interval is the
disfluency site silence distribution.  Silences within
utterances follow a distributional pattern according to
syntactic structure, utterance length and discourse factors
[15].  For some disfluencies, e.g. repetitions in our original
corpus [9], utterance-internal silence is even longer than the
silence at utterance boundaries.

With the exception of Oviatt’s study, HCI and HHI
corpora (Group 2) all exhibit the same prosodic
characteristics over the repair interval.  The combined results
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corpus is the decrease in fundamental frequency (F0) at the
repair site.

Based on some prosodic characteristics – duration of
reparandum and repair segments, duration of disfluency site
silence, F0 at reparandum and repair sites, presence vs. lack
of silences at the repair site — the corpora fall into two
groups: Group 1 – Oviatt’s HCI corpus, and Group 2 – all the
rest (Amex, ATIS, SWBD, London-Lund, UMN/LTI

,

Lickley, Hokkanen).
The division of corpora coincide with the observation tha

t

Oviatt’s study is the only one where the participants are in
direct contact with the computer.  Because participants see the
immediate output of the ASR system, it is possible tha

t

disfluencies result not only from the spontaneous human input
but also as a reaction to system errors.  The system is
perceived as an “at-risk addressee” ([7], [8]) and repairs are
hyperarticulated to facilitate communication.
 the disfluency rates and the prosodic characteristics
t that there is a finer continuum within speech-based
with suggested factors being how structured the input is
ow visible the computer is.

5. Discussion

s was pointed out in section 3, structured input and the
ility of the speech-based interface might contribute to
verall disfluency rate.  Structured input increases the
ency rate in HCI and decreases it in HHI; direct

action with the speech-based interface seems to add to
isfluency rate.  This suggests that categorizing speech-
 applications as HHI or HCI does not go far enough -

ional axes need to be included in the linguistic model.
e claims need further testing in controlled settings.
16] shows that the first prompt in an automated system
e successfully used to elicit a desired communication
 from the caller – human-human or human-computer.
e features can then be exploited to set the user
ctations and achieve an acceptable use of the automated
gue system.
f disfluencies in one domain and along one axis, e.g.
n-human and structured, are prone to good modeling
iques, then an approach like the one suggested in [16]
nvoke the desired style of communication.  Thus speech
be steered to a well-modeled domain, a consequence of
Table 1:  Prosodic characteristics of disfluencies (rm = reparandum; df = disfluency; df_site = disfluency site;
 rr = repair; rr_site = repair site; fp = filled pause)

Study Duration Fundamental Frequency (F0)
Intonational contour of filled 

pauses Other features

1.  rm > rr

2. rr =~ fluent speech values

1. rm > rr (mono-constituents) 1. intonation match for repetitions 1. varied contour 1. 28.8% are fragments

2. unpredicted df_site silences 2. low end tone for rm

3. rr =~ fluent values
3. central tendency shows rr_onset F0 
higher than rm_onset F0

4. rm =~ rr (multi-constituents)

5. longer df_site sil for repetitions

6. resumption of fluent speech tempo 
and structure at rr site

7. no silences at rr site
8. unpredicted df_site silence

1. rm < rr
1. decrease in F0 at the rr_site during 
high error regions

1. hyperarticulated speech 
in repair site

2. more silences at the rr_site – 
discrete speech

3. no df_site silences

 1.  SWBD rm > rr    &&                    
rr =~ fluent speech    values 

1. SWBD matching intonational 
contours for rm and rr (95%) 1. falling intonation for fp’s

1. ATIS – 60% of df’s are 
fragments

2.  ATIS – longer fp’s

2.  SWBD – rm onset                             
F0 =~ rr onset F0

2. HHI – 20-25% are 
fragments

1. rm > rr 1. rm F0 range < rr F0 range

2. unpredicted df_site silences

3 strategies

1. higher pitch marking (3ST) for rr – 
66% of the data

2. same level pitch    (<3ST) 30.6%

3. unmarked rr (> -3ST) 3.3.%

1. disfluency site fp’s < fluent 
silences 1. rm end F0 < rr start F0 1. no silences at the rr_site

2. unpredicted nature of df_site pause

 Shriberg (1994, 1995, 
1999)ATIS – HCIAmex – 
HHISWBD – HHI

 Lickley (1994) HHI, 
spontaneous

Hokkanen (2001)HHI, 
spontaneous Finnish corpus

Nakatani and Hirschberg 
(1994) Subset of ATIS - HCI

Clark and Wasow (1998), 
HHI,Spontaneous speech

1. rm as a phonological 
orphan 

UMN/LTI - between HHI and 
HCI, quasi-spontaneous

 Oviatt et al. 
(1998)HCI,spontaneous



which is a decrease of speech-recognition errors and hence
better acceptance of speech-based interfaces.

We found that direct speech-based interfaces are the only
ones that elicit hyperarticulated repairs surrounded by
silences (discrete repairs).  All other studies indicate that the
reparandum is longer than the repair.  These are definitely
reversed trends that if not taken into account will
substantially degrade the performance of a speech-based
interface if the corresponding disfluency models are not
applied.

The comparative results from the current study have
implications for speech-based applications.  They suggest
that different combinations of variables across HHI and HCI
domains need to be considered for disfluency modeling.  In
HHI the lowest disfluency rate with well-defined prosodic
characteristics is found in AMEX.  In HCI, the
corresponding corpus is ATIS.  One of the questions [16]
raises is finding the right applications for speech-based
interfaces.  The ease of disfluency modeling might be a
parameter in choosing the right application.

Disfluency site silences are reported as unpredicted by
syntactic and length of utterance rules as outlined in [15]
([9]).  Some of the utterance-internal silences are found to be
longer than utterance-boundary silences.  Speech-based
interfaces might benefit from silence tracking.  If an
unexpectedly long sentence-internal silence is detected, the
system might prompt the user for a restate/paraphrase.  This
also relates to the bigger topic of how to handle errors in
dialogue systems gracefully.

From a language generation and text-to-speech point of
view, the disfluency rate and prosodic characteristics might
be successfully exploited if the system needs time to perform
computationally intensive operations.  For example, if the
system is trying to retrieve the flight information from a busy
database, the text-to-speech interface might produce several
disfluencies, which might be more acceptable to the user
than a long silence.  The disfluencies do not need to sound
completely human-like because, as [16] points out, a human-
like system might set unrealistic expectations.  A future
study can focus on how acceptable disfluencies are in a
language generation, text-to-speech system and what the
characteristics of the most acceptable disfluencies are, thus
opening the way of their incorporation in speech-based,
language generation interfaces.

“User acceptance of speech technology is influenced
strongly by the error rate, the ease of error resolution, the
cost of errors, and their relation to users’ ability to complete
a task” ([8]).  Modeling disfluencies not only by coarse
domain boundaries (HHI vs. HCI) but also by finer grades
will contribute to decreasing error rates.  A future venue of
research can be an idea originally suggested in [7] and [8] to
present the system as an animated partner thus eliciting a
modeled behavior, e.g. a talking head might elicit human-
human style of communication.

6. Conclusions

We show that disfluency rates and prosodic
characteristics are influenced by the type of communication
(HHI, HCI), type of speech (structured vs. free flowing) and
the visibility of the computer.  Similarities between HCI and
HHI exist mainly in the prosodic realizations of the
reparandum and the repair.  Disfluencies from direct speech-
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unication for which predictive patterns are established.
 will lead to decreased speech recognition errors and
acceptance of speech-based interfaces.
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